
Solution Brief

Benefits
 • Provided by Insight’s certified AWS 

specialists.

 • AWS landing zone designed and 
deployed to AWS best practice.

 • Gain enhanced visibility of applications 
and infrastructure.

 • Detailed portfolio discovery mapped to 
the 7 R’s process for migration.

 • Detailed workload migration plan.

 • Aligns with the AWS MAP Mobilise 
Funding programme (Fully funded 
offering - pending registration approval)

 • Accelerate migration and cloud adoption.

 • Define migration decisions and detail a 
clear approach to achieve the required 
future state.

* The AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) 
is a comprehensive and proven cloud migration 
program based upon AWS’s experience migrating 
thousands of enterprise clients to the cloud.

Unlocking the pathway to building cloud readiness.

Running workloads in the Cloud can provide significant benefits, driving flexibility, agility, 

and scale. However, the journey to the Cloud can be complex with many projects stalling 

due to challenges encountered while undertaking the task.

By using the Insight AWS Hybrid Cloud Assessment service, your organisation can benefit 

from a comprehensive solution that enables you to successfully plan and design your 

migration projects.

No matter where you are on your journey, we will help you identify the right path to 

achieve your AWS cloud goals.

AWS Hybrid Cloud Assessment 
(MAP* Mobilise)
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For more information please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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Business challenge
Today, many businesses recognise the AWS Cloud as an established platform for delivering key services. AWS Cloud provides agility, 
flexibility, scale, and potential cost advantages. However, building a detailed migration plan and successfully deploying an AWS landing 
zone can be challenging, A holistic approach is required; people and operational processes may need to evolve, costs need to be predictable 
as cloud usage scales both up and down, you need the confidence that migration projects are successful and deliver value to your business.

To ensure you realise this huge potential, you need to assess your requirements and the benefits offered by AWS. However, getting it right 
requires a wealth of AWS experience and expertise. Without the required specialised knowledge, there is a real risk of implementing a 
migration that doesn’t deliver on its promises.

Our Solution
Our AWS Hybrid Cloud Assessment Mobilise is a comprehensive, expert-led service designed to assist organisations that are committed 
to migrating to AWS and are looking to move to the next phase of migration. Through our structured approach, our team of AWS experts 
provides strategic guidance to help businesses successfully carry out AWS migration projects.

Insight’s AWS Hybrid Cloud Assessment Mobilise service was created to provide a comprehensive migration and AWS landing zone 
deployment plan to enable a frictionless migration to the cloud. Our service delivers a detailed assessment of your current infrastructure 
and business operations, and a blueprint for future projects.

Is this solution right for you?
We have developed an expansive range of services to help you along the entire cloud journey to achieve your business objectives with AWS. 
By taking a comprehensive approach and using our deep, broad expertise, our services portfolio guides you towards a successful  
AWS adoption strategy, resulting in your IT team spending less time firefighting and more time creating business value.

Discover 

& Plan
We’ll gain a full picture of your 
current and future requirements, 
exploring the right approach, and 
then plan how to realise the value 
through cost-effective solutions.

We can accelerate the deployment 
of your chosen solution, using our 
deep expertise and resources to 
seamlessly install and integrate 
the right technology.

Build 

& Integrate
Depending on your requirements, 
we can then help you optimise 
your AWS technology by 
supporting or managing it on  
your behalf.

Run 

& Innovate

AWS Competency  
Programme & Certifications
AWS established the AWS Competency Programme 
and certifications to help customers identify 
Consulting and Technology Partners with deep 
industry experience and expertise.

Competencies Certifications
PARTNER: Migration Services Competency
PARTNER: Security Services Competency
PARTNER: AWS Microsoft Workloads Services 
PARTNER: DevOps Service Competency

PARTNER: Solution Provider
PARTNER: Advanced Tier Services
PARTNER: Public Sector
PARTNER: AWS Marketplace Skilled Consulting
PARTNER: Immersion Day
PARTNER: Amazon EC2 for Windows Server Delivery
PARTNER: Well-Architected Partner Program

Our service includes:

 • Detailed consultative briefing and workshops covering vision and 
goals, existing infrastructure, applications, people and processes, 
and adoption and change.

 • Current ‘as-is’ environment assessment including a migration gap 
analysis and RAID report.

 • Application and infrastructure dependencies discovery and 
mapping.

 • Target ‘to-be’ architectural design and recommendations 
including options appraisal with outlined cost/benefits.  
 
 

 • Recommendations for business requirements, licensing, support, 
performance, availability, backup and DR, network and security, 
operational policy and processes, compliance, sustainability, 
management, skills/CEO and adoption.

 • A detailed migration plan including tooling, workload placement, 
and suggested approach.

 • Plan, design and implement an AWS account and organisation 
landing zone deployment.

 • Comprehensive output report including next steps for successful 
migration project.

 • Potential follow-on access to AWS migration incentives.

https://uk.insight.com/en_GB/shop/partner/amazon-web-services.html

